The big question for your brand is...
should YOU metaverse?
(and how should you do it?)

Start

Are you willing
to experiment?

Nah

Yeah!

Are you ready to
commit time?

Nah

Great! At this point we can
consider the metaverse.

Yeah!

A note on VR:

Let’s go!

Despite popular opinion, the metaverse is
device agnostic. Nearly everything below
can be achieved on laptops, phones, VR
headsets or all at once.

Do you want
your own space
or just want to
be involved?

I'm just happy to show up somewhere

Make me a universe

Do you
have physical
products or are
you focused
on brand
awareness?

Are you creating
for an internal
audience?

Products, thanks

Right on! Why not futureproof processes by creating
digital twins or exploring AR
product placement?

Awareness for me

Nah

Yeah!

There's still room to play!
Bring your brand into other
worlds with art and fashion
partnerships or display
advertising.

Would an
invite only
solution help?

Nah

Yeah!

Are security and
privacy significant
considerations?

Nah

Yeah!

True multiplayer
or just
messaging?

Yeah!

You might be ready for it,
but the metaverse isn't
quite ready for you.
How about something else?

Messaging is great!

I want to bring people together!

Many people can share a
world without ever seeing
each other. They can leave
messages, discuss
experiences and more.

It can be done, but your
private world options are
limited. We recommend
exploring game worlds with
private servers.

Simple or
game like
interactivity?

Simple or
game like
interactivity?

You're not ready.
The metaverse is fresh, rough
around the edges and requires a
similarly rock and roll mindset.
If you need to play it completely
safe then you're missing out on a
lot of other digital fun too.
That's okay. Come back when
you're ready.

Digital
experience fun
One of the key traits of the
metaverse is persistence
and permanence. This can
necessitate on-going updates
and repeating development –
which takes time.
But there's a lot of other
one-off digital experience fun
you can have!
Examples
- Data-powered live show
- Interactive installation
- AR / VR/ XR experience
- Virtual or hybrid event

Keep it simple

Game on!

Sometimes a digital stroll is
all you need. Research
shows that even just
navigating an immersive
space increases retention.

If you're looking to deliver
some real, high scoring fun
- we can buil d this into a
private metaverse world or
create it in a private,
branded game world.

Game on!

Keep it simple

Depending on what you
want to achieve, both game
or public worlds can work but bear in mind that while
not as cutting edge, game
worlds have already solved
a lot of the initial
development challenges.

A simple experience
doesn't mean low impact!
Public metaverse worlds
are the most hyped, most
interesting wild west of
today's Internet. Buy real
estate here if you want to
stand at the forefront of
the digital future.

Digital artefact’s

Private worlds

Game worlds

Public worlds

Whether it's an NFT
(non-fungible token) artwork
being sold at Sotheby's, a
Fortnite skin partnership being
worn by the masses, a perfect
trading card highlight from
basketball history or high end AR
fashion on Instagram... own able,
shareable digital artefact's are
making a splash.

So you want to get into the
metaverse, but you're not ready
to go public. That's cool, there
are options.

If you don't mind looking a bit
playful, this is a great way to get
started with high levels of
interactivity.

Since everything is on the
blockchain, even if you restrict
access there's no hiding on
public worlds.

Private, fully branded virtual
worlds await you and your
audiences. These spaces can
host conferences, learning
events, even private concerts and like all metaverse worlds,
they can be persistent,
updateable places for your
audience to return to whenever
you choose.

Either as a highly visible public
partnership or by spinning up
invite-only private servers, game
worlds feature true multiplayer
capabilities and have a lot of fun
activities to keep people
engaged.

But that's not why you come
here. You enter this space to
make your mark, to make a
statement about being a bold,
future focused brand who is
ready to leap into the next
evolution of the Internet
alongside the public.

This is the perfect way to bring
your brand into the many worlds
of the metaverse without
building an entire world.
Examples

Examples

- NFTs
- Animal Crossing designs
- Fornite skins
- AR fashion

- Off-blockchain platforms

Examples
- Roblox
- Minecraft
- Fornite

Examples
- Decentraland
- Sandbox
- On-blockchain platforms

Metaverse starts here

Did we answer some questions?
Raise some more? If you need a hand finding
your way to the metaverse, get in touch.
metaverse@jackmorton.com.au

Public worlds are not just for
hanging out, they're for creating
monuments.

